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Guidelines for: 

St. Ignatius CYO Basketball Program 

 
Purpose The purpose of this document is to outline a program for St. Ignatius CYO basketball.  The 

document will provide guidance for the St. Ignatius CYO board and coaches as to the 
aspects of organizing and running each of the teams involved in CYO basketball. 

 
Scope The scope of this document will cover both the Boys and Girls program from 3rd/4th grade 

up to and including the 7th and 8th grade Varsity and “B” teams.  The document is intended 
to map out the team structure, team philosophy, skill development, drills and offensive and 
defensive sets.  It is not a mandate to coaches regarding what drills or offensive and 
defensive plays that should be run but rather a guideline for those areas.  The team structure, 
team philosophy and skill development should be followed. 
 
The boys may or may not be about a grade level ahead of the girls at the early stages.  4th 
grade boys may be ready for at least 5th grade skills and development.  Adjust according to 
talent level. 

 
Out of Scope All other CYO Athletic teams. 

 
Attachments Appendix “A” documents various drills that can be done during practice sessions.  A 

complete document showing a variety of offensive, defensive and inbounds plays is 
available for each coach.  It is not included in this pact because of the size limitations. If you 
wish to have a copy for your team please contact the AD at stignatiusad@gmail.com. A 
copy of this document and all other coaching materials can be found on the CYO web site, 
www.stignatiuscyo.com. 

 
Document Control 
History 

Version     Date                         Author                    Comments 
1.0             Feb 2002                  Neil Eliff                 First Draft 
2.0             Oct 2002                  Neil Eliff                 Updated Heading to include Guideline 
3.0             Oct 2005                  Neil Eliff                 Updated Appendix A 
                                                                                   Updated 5th, 6th grade team structure 
4.0             June 2014                Marshall Pickard     Updated 3rd/4th Grade Program 
                                                  Todd Painton           Updated 5th, 6th grade team structure 
                                                                                   Updated 7th, 8th grade team structure 

  
Continued on Next Page 
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Guidelines for: 
St. Ignatius CYO Basketball Program 

3RD/4TH GRADE 
Team Structure The team structure for 3rd/4th Grade basketball should be made up of no more that 12 children and no 

less than 8 children per team.  If the team consists of 13 to 15 children keep it at one team.  If we have 
16 or over, slip the teams into two teams of 8. If two teams are needed, they should be broken up 
evenly among the group.  Do not have one strong team or “A” team and one “B” team at this level.  
Ensure both teams have adequate ball handlers for the point guard position and adequate height. 
Teams and practices should be mixed as follows when possible: 
 

1. Mix 3rd graders with 4th graders appropriately for teams, and have them play in situations 
where they can learn, but are not overwhelmed. 

2. During practice, if time and number of coaches allow for it, take the 3rd graders aside and 
teach the most basic skills needed, including reaching the rim on a shot, basic rules of the 
game, etc. 

3. Keep in mind, the goal is for them to enjoy the game and return to the program in following 
years.  Their exposure to the game will show next season when they are in 4th grade. 

  

 
Team Philosophy The philosophy at this age should be on having fun while learning basketball basics.  The 4th Grade 

experience should be a rewarding one for the children involved.  If they didn’t enjoy the experience 
they won’t come back next year.  Focus should be placed on the team concept and all children will 
play 50% of the game and/or equal playing time for the full season. 

 
Skill Development Skill development at this time should focus on the basic concepts of basketball. 

1. Ensure the children understand the difference between offense and defense 
2. Teach basic basketball position (knees bent, backside down, head up) 
3. Teach basic dribbling (use left and right hand, no palm, dribble only to mid thigh) 
4. Teach basic lay up (jump off left foot and shoot right handed, jump off right foot to shoot left-

handed).  Most children may not be able to do a left-handed lay up. Some may 
5. Teach basic shooting techniques. 
6. Teach basic passing (chest pass, bounce pass) 
7. Teach basic defensive principles (stay between your person and the basket, always see the ball 

and your person) 
8. Teach defensive stance (knees bent, backside down, head up, hands out, slide feet) 
9. Teach teamwork (if another player on your team is open for a shot pass the ball) 

 
Drills At this stage it is important to do drills to improve fundamentals.  Drills like basic lay-ups, passing 

back and forth between players and lines of dribbling are common.  Using a defensive slide drill to 
enforce the defensive position and sliding movement is recommended.  See Appendix “A” for 
selection of drills.  Select drills for this age group. 

 
Offensive  The offensive philosophy should be on teamwork and getting good shots at the basket.  Encourage 

picks or screens and getting easy shots from the fast break.  Nothing complicated at this level.  A basic 
set of 1 point guard and four in a box setting screens may be sufficient.  Use the opportunity to play 3 
on 3 and scrimmage full court to give the children a sense of the court and the difference between 
offense and defense. 

 
Defensive  The defense should be based solely on man to man principles.  Stay between your person and the 

basket; always see the ball and your person.  Teach children to switch on defense when opposition 
runs pick and roll.  You can introduce basic help principles on defense if the team seems well adjusted. 

Continued on Next Page 
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Guidelines for: 
St. Ignatius CYO Basketball Program 

5th GRADE 
Team Structure The team structure for 5th Grade basketball should be made up of no more than 12 children and no less 

than 8 children per team.  If the team consists of 11 or less, keep it at one team.  If we have 12 or over, 
two teams of as little as 6 can be formed, with some players opting to play on both teams in a given 
game when needed.  This will optimize all players’ playing time.  With 6-7 players, coaches use their 
discretion on whom to add to the team from game to game based on injuries, vacations, rotating 
opportunities, etc. With 8 or more players, there should be no issue.  If two teams are needed, they 
should be broken up evenly among the group.  Do not have one strong team or “A” team and one “B” 
team at this level.  Ensure both teams have adequate ball handlers for the point guard position and 
adequate height. 

 
Team Philosophy The philosophy at this age should be on having fun while learning basketball basics.  The 5th Grade 

experience should be a rewarding one for the children involved.  If they didn’t enjoy the experience 
they won’t come back next year.  Focus should be placed on the team concept and all children will 
play 50% of the game and/or equal playing time for the full season. 

 
Skill Development Skill development at this time should be enhanced from the previous foundation laid down in fourth 

grade and include the following: 
1. Begin to implement a basic offensive set.  See Appendix “B” for suggested offensive sets. Ensure 

kids understand roles and positions on offense. 
2. Implement inbound plays.  See Appendix “B” 
3. Teach help defense techniques.  Ensure kids know that defense is a team game and they must help 

one another. 
4. Emphasize using the pick and roll and screens.  Teach basics.  
5. Teach rebounding skills 
6. Teach jump shooting with one hand.  Proper technique. 
7. Begin working on free throw shooting. 
8. Introduce wing offensive moves. (jab step, jab step crossover, pump fake, backdoor cut) 
9. Introduce post up moves. (catch ball on block, drop step, power dribble, power up) 

 
Drills See Appendix “A” for detail drills and assess accordingly based off skills level. 

 
Offensive Depending on skill level of plays you may only want to implement basic set offense (motion) and 

maybe 1 to 3 plays.  Teach player movement, screening and teamwork.  Introduce the concept of the 
fastbreak as an offensive tool. 

 
Defense The defense should be based solely on man to man principles.  Stay between your person and the 

basket; always see the ball and your person.  You should introduce help principles on defense.  The 
man to man should be tough man to man with players playing in passing lanes looking for steals.  With 
either a steal or a rebound turn the possession into a fastbreak. Teach children to switch on defense 
when opposition runs pick and roll. 

Continued on Next Page 
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Guidelines for: 
St. Ignatius CYO Basketball Program 

6TH GRADE 

 
Team Structure The team structure for 6th Grade basketball should be made up of no more that 12 children and no less 

than 8 children per team.  If the team consists of 11 or less, keep it at one team.  If we have 12 or over, 
two teams of as little as 6 can be formed, with some players opting to play on both teams in a given 
game when needed.  This will optimize all players’ playing time.  With 6-7 players, coaches use their 
discretion on whom to add to the team from game to game based on injuries, vacations, rotating 
opportunities, etc. With 8 or more players, there should be no issue.  If two teams are needed, the 
teams are to be broken up by skill level.  One team to consist of more highly skilled players who will 
compete at a more competitive level of team competition.  The other team with the rest of the players.  
There will be no “cuts” at this age level, as all children will play on a team.  This year should be 
considered a “transitional year” to prepare them for competitive play at the next level. 

 
Team Philosophy The philosophy at this age should be on developing more detailed basketball skills and playing games 

at a more competitive level.  Games should be looked for that will stretch the more highly skilled 
player’s capabilities to prepare for the upcoming junior high level.  If two teams are created attempt to 
schedule games based on the capabilities of the teams and ensure the number of games is comparable.  
The children should still have fun while playing.  We want children to continue with the program.  
Focus should be placed on the team concept and all children will play 50% of the game and/or equal 
playing time for the full season. 

 
Skill Development Skills should be built upon the foundation established in the previous 5th grade level.  Depending on 

the split of the teams, skill development may be different for each team.  The more advanced team 
may work on some more highly focused skills while the other team may still need more basic 
fundamental work.  Skills addressed below align with the more advanced team. 
1. Implement multiple offensive sets.  See Appendix “B” Run motion, 4 high and Circle offensives. 
2. Implement all inbound plays including sideline. 
3. Enhance defensive understanding and pressure on ball.  Run more defensive drills. 
4. Continue working on pick and roll and screens and teaching how to defend the pick and roll. 
5. Enhance help defense techniques.  Stress it is a must to learn this.  Foundation of defense. 
6. Work on proper boxing out for rebounding.  Start getting physical when playing. 
7. Work on shooting more and increase range. 
8. Work on free throw shooting from regulation foul lane. 
9. Work on detailed dribbling skills such as spin dribble, cross over, behind the back if possible. 
10. Drill wing offensive wing moves and post up moves everyday in practice. 

 
Drills More detail drills concerning the fastbreak, defense, shooting and offensive moves should be used.  

Work on individual offensive moves including wing and inside moves.  3on2 2on1 fastbreak drill is 
good for this age.  Introduce 3 man weave to teach movement and passing 

 
Offensive Offensive sets should be more complex including the running of all sets in Appendix “B”  Add more 

as appropriate.  Need to be aggressive on offense at this stage, learning to take your player 1on1 and 
driving to the basket.  Should understand all positions in the offensive set so as to know when help 
defense comes where to pass. 

 
Defense Defense is still man to man with heaving emphasis on help defense.  Must be aggressive and put 

pressure on other team to make mistakes.  Teach children to switch on defense when opposition runs 
pick and roll.  Introduce the concept of talking on defense and fighting through picks. 

Continued on Next Page 
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Guidelines for: 
St. Ignatius CYO Basketball Program 

7TH & 8TH GRADE VARSITY 
Team Structure Team structure will consist of up to no more than 12 to 13 children based on coach’s decision.   Best 

players in 7th and 8th grade will make up the team.  Depending on the number of children who come 
out there may be cuts at this level with the opportunity to play on the 7th and 8th grade JV team.  
Coaches may find that as little as 7-8 players are capable of Varsity level play, and others may be 
brought up from the Junior Varsity on a game to game based on their progress throughout the season.  

 
Team Philosophy Philosophy will be on preparing the children for high school basketball.  Team will play competitive 

schedule with emphasis on playing hard to succeed.  The concept of the best players to play in the 
game based on coach’s decision.  It is not a requirement at this level for all children to play in each 
game.  It should be noted that the best effort should be made by the coach to get all players into each 
game as appropriate.   

 
Skill Development Skills should be built upon the foundation established in the previous 6th grade level.   

1. Implement multiple offensive sets.  See Appendix “B” Run motion, 4 high and Circle offensives. 
2. Implement all inbound plays including sideline. 
3. Enhance defensive understanding and pressure on ball.  Run more defensive drills. 
4. Implement skills around zone defense and pressing defense. 
5. Continue working on pick and roll and screens and teaching how to defend the pick and roll. 
6. Enhance help defense techniques.  Stress it is a must to learn this.  Foundation of defense. 
7. Work on proper boxing out for rebounding.  Start getting physical when playing. 
8. Work on shooting more and increase range. 
9. Work on free throw shooting from regulation foul lane. 
10. Work on detailed dribbling skills such as spin dribble, cross over, behind the back if possible. 
11. Drill wing offensive wing moves and post up moves everyday in practice. 

 
Drills Full complement of drills in Appendix “A” should be used.  Consider drills for teaching the press, 

breaking our opponents press and teaching zone defense.  Continue to drill offensive, defensive skills.  

 
Offensive Offensive sets should be more complex including the running of all sets in Appendix “B”.  Add more 

as appropriate.  Need to be aggressive on offense at this stage, learning to take your player 1on1 and 
driving to the basket.  Should understand all positions in the offensive set so as to know when help 
defense comes where to pass.  Work with high school coach’s if possible to understand more complex 
sets.  Zone offense sets must be taught as well as different sets to break the opponents press defenses.  

 
Defense Defense can be played either man to man, zone or pressing defense.  A combination of all three should 

be taught at this level.  Man to man pressure is preferable but zone and the press must be taught.  
Multiple zone defenses (2-1-2, 1-2-2, 3-2 etc.) as well as multiple presses (full court man, full court 
zone, 1-2-2, 1-2-1-1 etc)  Teach trapping on defense either out of the man, zone or press.  Proper 
positioning for the zone and press must be taught. Must be aggressive and put pressure on other team 
to make mistakes.  Teach children to switch on defense when opposition runs pick and roll.  Introduce 
the concept of talking on defense and fighting through picks 

Continued on Next Page 
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Guidelines for: 
St. Ignatius CYO Basketball Program 

7TH & 8TH GRADE JUNIOR VARSITY 

 
Team Structure Team structure will consist of children who did not make the 7th and 8th grade varsity.  If numbers are 

high, more than one team may be formed. 

 
Team Philosophy Philosophy will be on increasing player’s skill level and preparing for possible move to 7th and 8th 

grade varsity.  All players should play 50% of the game. 

 
Skill Development Depending upon the make up of the roster, this team could be working on many of the same skills as 

the 7th and 8th grade varsity.  Continued stressing of the fundamentals of offense and defense are 
necessary. 
1. Implement multiple offensive sets as based on skill level.  See Appendix “B”. 
2. Implement all inbound plays including sideline. 
3. Enhance defensive understanding and pressure on ball.  Run more defensive drills. 
4. Implement skills around zone defense and pressing defense. 
5. Continue working on pick and roll and screens and teaching how to defend the pick and roll. 
6. Enhance help defense techniques.  Stress it is a must to learn this.  Foundation of defense. 
7. Work on proper boxing out for rebounding.  Start getting physical when playing. 
8. Work on shooting more and increase range. 
9. Work on free throw shooting from regulation foul lane. 
10. Work on detailed dribbling skills such as spin dribble, cross over, behind the back if possible. 
11. Drill wing offensive wing moves and post up moves everyday in practice 

 
Drills Full complement of drills in Appendix “A” should be used.  Consider drills for teaching the press, 

breaking our opponents press and teaching zone defense.  Continue to drill offensive, defensive skills 

 
Offensive Offensive sets should be more complex including the running of all sets in Appendix “B”.  Add more 

as appropriate.  Need to be aggressive on offense at this stage, learning to take your player 1on1 and 
driving to the basket.  Should understand all positions in the offensive set so as to know when help 
defense comes where to pass.  Work with 7th and 8th grade varsity coach to ensure synchronization. 

 
Defense Man to man principles should be stressed with a base understanding of zone and press defense. Must 

be aggressive and put pressure on other team to make mistakes.  Teach children to switch on defense 
when opposition runs pick and roll.  Introduce the concept of talking on defense and fighting through 
picks 

Continued on Next Page 
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Appendix A 

DRILLS DESCRIPTION 
  

1. Full Court Lay-ups Both Right and Left - Stress dribbling with head up, going 
strong to hole, basic lay-up techniques 

2. Full Court Lay-ups - Coach on corner of foul 
line both ends, or a person on each corner of 
foul line 

Both Right and Left - Stress dribbling with head up, going 
strong to hole, basic lay-up techniques, catching bounce and 
chess pass from coach, catching long pass from coach, strong 
chess pass to coach to start drill 

3. Full Court Lay ups and Jump shots with 
Dribble series 

Start one line at opposite ends just off the side of the basket.  
Have coaches as the foul line extension area or just above.  
Good pass to coach; coach passes back either a chest pass or 
bounce pass.  Player dribbles hard up court with head up, 
crosses half court and performs a cross over dribble from right 
to left and jump stops at the foul line for a jump shot.  Repeat 
drill finishing with a lay up.  Repeat drill again doing a spin 
dribble for a foul line jump shot, then a lay up.  It may help to 
place a cone between the three point line and mid court to give 
a sense of a defender and the time to make the spin dribble or 
cross over. 

4. 3 Man Lay-up Drill  3 lines at baseline.  Middle passes ball to right, right passes 
back to middle, and middle passes to left, left hit right with a 
bounce pass for lay-up. Middle rebounds, and goes other way 
passing off to their left wing(was person who shot lay-up),  
right wind sprints hard down court and receives long pass   

5. 3 Man Break 3 lines, middle pass to either wing and follows ball.  Wing 
receives ball and dribbles to middle of floor. Middle man 
dribbles to foul lane and stops, delivers bounce pass to either 
wing for lay-up. Middle man gets rebound; lay-up wings keep 
going through and start drill over going the other way.  Stress 
good outlet pass to start, strong dribble to middle, stop at foul 
line, good bounce pass to wingers, wing must run hard to stay 
with ball. 

6. 3 on 2 , 2 on 1 Same as above but have 2 defenders down at other end of court 
from your starting point.  Once shot is taken, 2 defenders must 
get rebound and they take ball to the other basket on a 2 on 1 
against the middle man on the original drill.  Stress same as 
above.  Also stress defense for the 2 defenders.  1st man takes 
the ball, 2nd man takes the first pass, and 1st man drops back 
after pass to guard other winger.   

7. Block Out 3 on 3 semi circle.  Coach shoots to miss.  Defensive player 
boxes out offense.  Stress good box out technique 

8. Rebounding Have four lines for this drill.  Two under basket facing 
backboard.  Make sure players are not completely under hoop.  
Two lines are on either side at the outlet position.  Coach 
bounces ball off backboard, rebounder explodes to grab ball at 
highest point.  Stress players to jump.  Rebounder takes 
rebound and keeps ball high and fires an outlet pass to guard 
on their side.  Just rotate lines. 
 

9. Rebound Drill Put ball in middle of jump circle.  Have four sets of two 
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players with one set having there back to the ball.  When coach 
blows whistle, players facing ball go for ball.  Player who has 
back to the ball must block out the other player using good 
fundamentals.  Good to whistle 

10. Defensive Chops Spread team out on court.  Coach blows whistle once, team 
goes into defense stance, blow whistle again, team chops, blow 
whistle again and point to side, team slides to the side.  Stress 
good defensive position, keep low, and bend at knees not back, 
hands out, head up, slide feet DO NOT CROSS FEET.  Do 
every day  

11. Defense Position slide drill Start at one corner of floor. Players assume good defense 
position and slides up sideline, across halfcourt, down other 
sideline, across baseline, up sideline, across halfcourt again, 
down sideline and across baseline. Stress good defensive 
position and stay low. Player should feel it in their thighs. 

12. Defense Slide and conditioning drill Start at one corner of floor. Players sprint down sideline, when 
they reach the end line, players get in good defensive position 
and slide back up the court, when they reach the end line that 
they started from they must touch the end line and then sprint 
to the other end of the floor.  Once reaching the opposite end 
line the player gets in good defensive position and slide the 
opposite way from the first time up the floor until they reach 
the end line.  They must touch the end line then run backwards 
to the opposite end line.  This completes the drill for one 
player. The next player should leave the corner when the first 
player reaches the end line after the sprint.  When run at full 
speed you will have all players on the court at the same time.  
Run through drill 2 – 3 time early in the season, increasing the 
number as the players become in better shape.    

13. Defense Zig Zag Drill Start players in one corner.  Get in good defensive position.  
Slide to corner of foul lane, slide to corner of sideline and 
halfcourt, slide to corner of other foul lane, and slide to corner 
of sideline and baseline, slide along baseline.  Repeat up other 
side of court to complete cycle. Stress good defensive position 
and stay low. Player should feel it in their thighs.  
 
 

14. Defense Deny Wing Start one player on block (offense). Other player plays defense 
to deny ball.  One coach out high on wing, other on other side 
of foul lane.  Make defensive player work, offensive player 
cannot cross foul lane until coach passes ball over to other 
coach.  Stress good position, SEE BALL, hand up. If on 
right side of floor, left hand on offensive player’s waist, 
right hand up, on left side, right hand on player’s waist and 
left hand up. Once ball has switched side, defensive player 
must open up and feel offensive player then close. 

15. Defense Stop Baseline Drive Start offensive player on wing. Defensive player faces in good 
position.  Offensive player drives hard to baseline. Defensive 
player must beat to spot. Stress good position, place foot 
closest to sideline on baseline to stop drive. 

16. Defense 1 on 1 Head on Ball 2 lines. Pair players off.  One offense, one defense. Offense 
player works ball down court using cross over dribble.  
Defensive player uses good positioning sliding feet to move.  
Must keep head on the ball.  Players switch after reaching 
baseline.  Stress good defensive position, sliding feet and good 
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dribbling form for offense    

17. Defense Ball U Man - HELP 5 on 5 in circle.  Start ball at point.  Defense should play 
straight up on ball, with wing defenders sliding off their man in 
help position.  Offense moves ball around perimeter with 
defense moving to ball and help position. If defensive player is 
two players away from the ball, they should be sagging in the 
middle of the lane in help position. 
 
After the team has made progress with this drill and 
understands the basic concepts, we also execute this drill by 
having the offense run one of our motion sets at half speed 
with no shots and the defense playing with the same concepts 
as above.  This also helps the offense get work in on the 
offense. 

18. Defense – Switching on Pick and Roll Begin by working with coaches as offense.  Have two 
defenders come out on floor.  One coach has the ball at the top 
of the key.  Second coach comes over to screen.  Defender of 
screener should be talking and yelling screen “right” or screen 
“left” then switch.  At this time the defender on the ball knows 
that the screen is coming.  Defender of screener should be 
taking a step away from screen in order to now guard the coach 
with the ball.  Defender who had the coach with the ball now 
guards the screener.  After kids understand this drill replace 
coaches with kids.  MUST STRESS COMMUNICATION 
AT ALL TIMES.  KIDS CAN’T BE AFRAID TO TALK. 

19. Dribble Drills General 2 lines - Dribble around cones to stress cross over dribble.  
Speed dribble down right hand, back left hand. Dribble to 
halfcout hard; spin dribble then finish to baseline. Dribble to 
halfcourt, hesitation move, and finish to baseline.  Stress 
fingertip dribbling, head up, dribble about mid thigh height.  
Dribble both hands. 

20. Dribble Drills Advanced Can use multiple lines.  Have players dribble hard to half court 
with right hand, then do crossover to left hand.  Continue down 
court left-handed until reaching end line.  At end line player 
performs jump stop. (Stay in triple threat position).  Make 
pump fake then pivot around and return opposite way with 
crossover at mid court.  Do same drill and replace cross over 
with spin dribble then hesitation.  Also can have players 
dribble in a figure eight between their legs in a stand still 
position.  Stress low dribble to keep control. 

21. Offense - Wing Moves (used to practice moves 
that can be used with motion offense)  

One line on wing. Have player with ball do jab step, and then 
cross over.  Can jab step with either foot and cross over. Jab 
step then rock back to shoot jumper or to drive (rocker step).  
Stress good fake, good hard jab at defender.  Must sell fake.  
When crossing over, make sure a dribble is taken before pivot 
foot is moved.   
 
 

22. Offense - Drop Step (used to practice moves 
that can be used with motion offense) 

2 lines. One on wing for passing, One on opposite box. Come 
off opposite box hard like on motion offense.  Post low on box 
near passer.  Seal defender.  Pass should be hard bounce pass.  
Post player must drop left foot then power up for shot on right 
side of floor.  Reverse process then, having player drop step 
with right foot on left side of floor.  Also do with drop step into 
the lane on both sides  
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23. Offense - Shooting - Wing Jump shot (used to 
practice moves that can be used with motion 
offense) 

2 lines. One at point, One down low on box.  Player on box 
pops out hard like off a screen.  Point player makes good 
bounce pass to winger.  Wing player squares up to basket and 
shoot jump shot.  Coach should stress coming off hard from 
low box, good bounce pass, square up for shot, follow through 
on shot.  This can be done on both side of floor. 

24. Offense - Shooting - Foul Line Jump shot (used 
to practice moves that can be used with motion 
offense) 

2 lines. One on left wing, One on right wing. Start ball on 
either side. Opposite wing V cuts off screen and flashes to foul 
line.  Pass is delivered as either bounce pass or chest pass.  
Shooter should square for jump shot.  Can also fake and drive 
from this move. Coach should stress coming off hard from 
wing, good pass, square up for shot, follow through on shot. 

25. Offense - Pick and Roll (used to practice moves 
that can be used with motion offense) 

2 lines. One on point, One on wing. Coach plays defense on 
point guard. Wing player comes over to screen coach. Point 
person goes off screen looking for roller.  Other coach can play 
low and either pop out on ball handler to force pass or stay low 
on roller and make ball handler shoot.  Teaches kids to make 
good decisions.  Stress good pick, stay still, open up on roll, 
and go hard off of pick, set up your defensive player for pick. 

26. Offense – Shooting drill 7 stations  1 line of about half your team.  Use two baskets and compete 
with each other.  Coach stays at foul line.  Stations are: 
1. Right hand lay-up 
2. Left hand lay-up 
3. Right wing jump shot 
4. Right corner jump shot 
5. Left wing jump shot 
6. Left corner jump shot  
7. Foul line jump shot 
Coach feeds each player quickly with a chest or bounce pass.  
Player takes jump shot without a dribble.  Player rotates to next 
station after one shot.  Player must go hard on lay-ups, catch 
pass in stride and shoot with no dribble. 
 

27. Offense – V cut with backdoor  Two lines.  One at top of key (point guard) one on wing.  Wing 
makes good hard “V” cut to box and back out to wing.  Stress 
good fake by driving defensive player low, use forearm to get 
separation but don’t push hard.  Coach plays defense and either 
lets wing catch it or overplays wing.  If overplay, then wing: 
“MUST” go backdoor.  Point guard must deliver good bounce 
pass if wing is open.  If wing goes backdoor, point guard must 
recognize and deliver good bounce pass. 

28. Shooting Drill One line to left of backboard, one rebounder.  First person 
sprints to 3 point line, rebounder feeds ball in stride for right 
hand lay up, shooter continues through to left side, touches 3 
point line, rebounder feeds ball in stride for left hand lay up, 
and shooter continues to right corner, squares up for jump shot, 
rebounder feeds shooter, and then rebounds jump shot.  
Shooter continues to wing, foul line extended foul line; foul 
line extended, and wing then opposite corner.  Shooter is in 
triple threat position and slides to each spot.  Rebounder goes 
to back of line, shooter becomes rebounder 
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29. Shooting Drill – foul line extended Shooter starts at foul line extended.  Two rebounders.  Shooter 
takes jump shot and slides to opposite foul line extended, 
staying in good shooting position (triple threat).  Rebounder 
gives good chest pass.  Shoot 10 to 20 jump shots 

30. Shooting Drill – Forwards One player starts on side of basket.  Start with ball on floor.  
Pickup, power up for lay-up, catch rebound and bounce ball off 
backboard.  Catch at top of jump, keep ball above head level 
and lay back in.  Work on keeping the ball high off the rebound 
and go up strong. 
 
 
 

31. Shooting Drill Players start on wing about 15 feet away from basket.  Coach is 
in middle.  First player slides wing to corner.  Must be in triple 
threat position, receives pass from coach and executes the 
“catch and shoot” method.  Player may not dribble.  Must stay 
in triple threat to ensure they have good position and can 
explode up for jump shot.  Stress balance, squared shoulders, 
elbow in, “goose neck” release.  As first player shoots, coach 
rebounds and next player slides to corner.  Take shots from 
both corners, both wings and foul line.  With 3 players at each 
basket, should be about to get 25 to 30 shots up in a short time.  

32. 1:1 Drill 1 player starts at foul line, one under rim straight ahead.  Player 
under rim gives a good chest pass to player at foul line and 
defends.  Player at foul line gets three dribbles to drive or 
shoot.  Use jab step, pump fake or cross over move.  Defender 
must be under control when running out to defend.  Stay low, 
don’t jump at offensive player.  When offensive player shoots, 
defender must box out.  If offense gets ball on rebound, they go 
again.  Move to different spots on the floor. 

33. Fast Break Drill 5 players on floor, 2 and 3 spots on each wing a little more than 
foul line extended 1 spot around the foul line. 4 and 5 players 
in the paint.  Coach shoots to miss, rebound ball, look to outlet 
(1 or 2 should be calling outlet, 3 crashing.)  Outlet pass made 
and 3 lanes are filled.  4 and 5 fill the trailer lanes.  Run the 
break hitting wing for a lay up.  Wings go through, 4 rebounds 
out of bounds if shot is made and outlets to player 1 and the 
break goes the other way.  

34. Passing Drill Put one player in middle of circle.  Circle can be 8 to 10 kids.  
Player in middle passes to each player in circle who returns the 
pass.  Start with chest pass, then bounce pass.  Player n middle 
should be in triple threat position and make good pass.  For 
chest pass, step to target, elbows in, flick out fingers.  For 
bounce pass, step to target, bounce ball about ¾ of the way to 
receiver.  Receiver should have hands out and be ready to catch 
pass. 

 


